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Abstract 

Both board games and collectible trading card games offer people an entertaining 

experience that requires formulating a strategy to win against an opponent. 

Trading card games, unlike board games, are traditionally played without using 

any kind of a board. However, by combining the two type of games we end up 

with a collectible card game with added strategic depth because of the 

complexities a two dimensional board adds. This allows the placement of cards 

and the card game gains new elements like distancing and movement, which adds 

more variety to game play. In this theses we design and implement such a game. 

The game is one of the first of its kind and poses various challenges to play 

intelligently, in particular for a computer AI. We do build such an AI for playing 

the game and evaluate it empirically. 
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Útdráttur 

Borðleikir og spil ýmiskonar eru meðal þeirra leikja sem fólk hefur gaman af að 

spila. Ein gerð af leikjum sem notið hefur töluverðrar vinsælda að undanförnu eru 

svokölluð safnkortaspil (e. collectible card games) þar sem leikmenn safna  á 

hendi kortum með mismunandi eiginleika sem þeir svo spila út hver gegn öðrum. 

Ólíkt hefðbundnum borðleikjum, eins og t.d. skák, þá er yfirleitt ekki sérstakt 

leikjaborð sem spilað er á, heldur ráða einungis samsetning og eiginleikar 

kortanna þeirra leikjataktík sem nýst er við svo og hvernig leikir fara. Í þessari 

ritgerð munum við hanna og útfæra nýja gerð af leik sem sameinar eiginleika 

hefðbundinna borðspila og safnkortspila, þ.e. leikjataktíkin snýst bæði um að 

safna spilum með tiltekna eiginleikja svo og að spila þeim út á tvívítt leikjaborð 

þar sem hægt er að færa þau til á. Leikir sem hafa báða þessa eiginleika eru 

fágætir og krefjast aukinnar herkænsku til að spila vel, hvort heldur sem er af 

mennskum- eða tölvuspilurum. Auk þess að hanna og útfæra leikinn þá útbúum 

við tölvuspilara byggðan á gervigreind til að spila leikinn. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

 Games have played an important role in the development of artificial intelligence (AI), in part 

by serving as an objective benchmark of progress. One appealing aspect of using games for AI 

research is that they typically have a simple rule set for play, but require deep strategic insights for 

playing well. In particular, strategic board games like chess [14], checkers [15], and Othello [16] have 

received much attention, resulting in world-class level computer agents for playing those games. 

Subsequently other type of games, which incorporate additional strategic challenges, have become 

increasingly important test-bed for AI research. For example, Poker [17][18] adds both non-

determinism and incomplete-information consideration, Real-Time Strategy (RTS) [19]  games add a 

real-time decision making element, and General Game Playing (GGP) [20] an online autonomous 

learning aspect. 

One type of game popular by humans are collectable card games (CCG), where players have a deck of 

cards at their disposal representing actors with different characteristics. The strategic elements in 

such games are how to best accumulate cards that collectively provide synergy that allows robust 

attacking and defending plans to be carried out in various disparate situations.  Also, when used in 

conjunctions with a game board where card can be placed on at strategic locations, such games also 

incorporate some of same challenging geospatial considerations found in board games such as chess 

and checkers. Unfortunately, there are not many games around that combine these two interesting 

elements.  

There are two aspects to this thesis. First, we design and implement a computer-based strategic 

collectable card game that combines elements from both collectable card games and classical board 

games. The game revolves around collecting cards, as is typical of CCG, but additionally uses a grid-

based board where cards can be played and moved around on, adding some of the interesting 
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strategic elements of classical board games. Second, we build an AI agent for playing the game and 

evaluate several different heuristics for it to use. 

The thesis is structured as follows. In the next chapter we give a background summary of related 

games. This is followed by two chapters, introducing the game design and rule set of the game and 

then implementation details of the computer program for playing the game, respectively. The next 

chapter describes a computer agent for playing the game, serving as an opponent for the human 

players.  This is followed by a chapter where we empirically evaluate various different heuristics used 

by the computer AI for playing the game. Finally, we conclude and discuss future work. 
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Chapter 2 

Background 

 In here we provide some necessary background material on strategy and collectable card 

games, look at some early attempts at combining the two, and finally discuss materials commonly 

used for implementing computer AI. 

2.1 Strategy and Collectable Card Games 

 Strategizing in order to win is something that gives many people satisfaction and joy. In order 

to offer humans the opportunity to enjoy a challenge through building strategies, many games are 

designed to fulfill that desire for strategizing, with chess being one of the earlier games of that type. 

One type of game that challenges people in strategizing is collectable trading card games (CCG). This 

type of game uses collectable cards, either physical or digital. These type of games often consist of 

cards representing creatures, spells, or other functions. Given the rules of the game, you draw cards 

during play and try to use the cards in your hand to form a strategy to outwit your opponent and win 

the game. A nice aspect of collectable card games is that since you start with only a small subset of 

cards from all the possible cards in the game, one avoids being overwhelmed with options when you 

play any given CCG for the first time. Then as you gradually receive new cards into your collection of 

cards, you are presented with new possible strategies that come with the added cards. This means 

you are going to evolve your deck and strategy over time giving you the enjoyment of finding new 

and more complex strategies as you keep on playing. One aspect of a good strategy game is namely 

giving the players a wide range of meaningful options to construct strategies for winning the game. 

Having a diverse set of cards, where many of the cards function well or badly under different 

circumstances,  gives each card its own usefulness. As board games are good examples of games that 

allow people to strategize, it makes sense to merge board games and collectable card games. What 

we end up with is a card game that is played on a two dimensional game board. This allows, in 
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addition to the aforementioned card game specific strategies, positioning and distances to become 

part of your strategizing for the game. 

 For CCG, enjoyment models have been tested with the goal of measuring the fun level of a 

given game [2], including: Malone´s model [6] and Sweetster and Wyeth model [7]. In there The CCG 

is seen as a three level game where each level is tested on the models. The levels consist of: 

collection, deck building, and match. In the collection part the focus is on trading and acquiring cards, 

in the deck building you select what sort of cards and strategy to use, and finally during a match you 

play out your strategy. The conclusion was that the two models are not well suited for all levels of 

the game as some of them do not fit into the classical computer game template such as the 

collection and deck building part. These enjoyment models are thus not helpful for us in designing 

the new game, instead we rely on our experience from playing many different type of board and 

collectable trading card games. 

2.2 Existing Games 

 As mentioned before, there are not many computer games that combine the interesting 

aspects of card and board games. In here we give an overview of a few such attempts. 

2.2.1 The Eye of Judgement 

 One example of a collectable card game that is played on a grid is The Eye of Judgment, a 

game for the Playstation 3 console. This game features a playmat with a 3x3 grid where cards are 

identified by a camera and mapped upon the screen. Figure 1 shows the playmat and the cards that 

are placed down. There is a black stand in the picture that has a camera at the top to scan the cards 

and project to the screen. Figure 2 shows what happens on screen as you play the game and place 

your cards on the playmat. This game uses location as well as orientation of cards as mechanics for 

the player to work with and strategize. As the grid is small, the cards that are placed are close to each 

other, making movement to engage the opponent not a necessity. The victory condition is to occupy 

five locations on the grid with your cards. The game is designed such that the type and placement of 

cards are key components of gameplay. 
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Figure 1: Picture of playmat with placed cards and black camera stand on the right in The Eye 

of Judgement. Cards on the mat are scanned by camera and displayed on a TV screen [25] 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Picture of what is happening on the TV screen 

when playing a match in The Eye of Judgement [25] 
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Figure 3: Picture of the game Faeria. Played on hexagonal grid in dimetric view [26] 

2.2.2 Faeria 

 Another example of this type of game is Faeria, which was funded on Kickstarter. It is played 

on a hexagonal grid in dimetric view, as seen in Figure 3. Unlike in The Eye of Judgement where you 

do not move your cards once placed on the grid, you do so in Faeria. Cards are placed on tiles under 

your control, and once placed on the grid each creature is represented as a token. Your goal is to 

attack and lower the health of an opponent´s orb, and eventually reduce it to zero. The size of the 

board and the geometric shape of the tiles affect how the game is played. 

2.2.3 Triple Triad 

 Triple Triad, a subgame within Final Fantasy 8[28], is a very simple collectable card game 

played on a board. The game is played by placeing down cards on a 3x3 grid. Each card has four 

different numbers, one for each of the cards four sides. The numbers are from 1 to 9 or the letter A 

that represents the number 10. 
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If a player places a card adjacent to another card that an opponent possesses, then if your card has a 

number for the side facing the other card that is higher than the opponent's, you take possession of 

the opponent's card. When all tiles are filled, the player with the most cards on the board wins. 

Additional rules can vary between matches such as how you obtain cards for winning, as well as rules 

that are used during a match. The player gets 7 cards for free near the beginning of the Final Fantasy 

game and can collect more cards from monsters. When playing against different characters in the 

Final Fantasy game, the player's collection can expand or shrink depending on whether the player 

wins or loses a match. 

2.2.4 Others 

 Some games may possess some of the elements that are similar to our game but not to the 

extend to truly be a collectable card board game. An example would be the CCG Hearthstone[29]. 

The game has the collectable card game elements, but not the board elements. The cards are placed 

down in a single line where adjacency matters. However, the game lacks a two dimensional grid for 

the two players cards to share, and in turn lacks the associated spatial mechanics that a two 

dimensional grid would add to the strategy of the game. There are also some turn-based strategy or 

RPG games that have a grid base mechanics. An example would be the Heroes of Might and Magic 

series[30]. Though such games possesses grid base gameplay, they also tend to lack elements of CCG, 

one of which is the collection aspect. 

2.3 Background on Game AI 

 The field of AI focuses on building intelligent agents and has come a long way since its 

inception. One of the areas researched in the field of AI is making agents for playing games. Game AI 

can be made for both single or multiplayer games. For single-player games, typically an A*[13] like 

algorithm is used to explore the state-space guided by an heuristic. However, for multi-agent 

enviroments it is not so simple, especially in competitive enviroments as the competing agents will 

work against each other and the agents search will be influenced by opposing agents' actions. 

MiniMax[8][1] like algorithms are typically used for competitive two-player games. The Max player 

seeks to maximize his gain during play while Min player tries to minimize the Max player's score. By 

assuming that the Min player will play optimally for each state, the Max player needs to select the 

available action that will give the best result given both players play optimally. 
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The MiniMax search can be represented as a tree where the branching paths in the tree give the 

available moves in a game state and that leads to a different state of the game. To optimize the 

search of the MiniMax tree, a method called Alpha-Beta Pruning was developed[9][1]. If a path being 

searched is shown to guarantee the opponent at least a better score than a previously searched 

path, then it can be pruned from the tree without compremising the game outcome. 

 Factors other than competing agents can be present in a game and that will make playing it 

more challenging. For example, when a game is non-deterministic the results of an action can not be 

conclusively determined as we do not know for certain what game state the action leads to. Search 

methods exist for playing these type of non-deterministic games, such as expectiminimax [10] and 

*minimax [11]. In addition to the max nodes and min nodes that would be in a minimax tree, we now 

additionally have so-called chance nodes. The min and max nodes are scored as before, however, 

when scoring a chance node the score equals the weighted sum of the scores of reachable states. 

Games can also be partially observable. This means that there are some aspects of the game state 

that some players can not observe. They can only make educated guess about the unobservable 

based on the observable evidence presented in the game and the opponents' actions. One method 

for computers to play such games is to hold some belief states about the unobserved. Then the best 

action may be one that will lead you to a winning condition for all your belief states or some highest 

average score between the belief states. Finally, another factor making game-play challenging is 

when the state space is huge and many actions possible in each state. In such cases the search 

methods typicaly employ some speculative pruning to reduce the number of options to consider. 

 People have for a long time been working on solving and playing board games using AI 

techniques. However, there has not much been published on computer AI for collectable card games. 

We could not find any academic paper on the topic, only some online discussions. In particular, the 

Wizards of the Coast game publisher has on their posts summarizing the inner working of the Magic 

the Gathering game [27]. More specifically, a tree structure is used for looking only three moves 

ahead, as uncertainty beyond that point is simply too high. To better utilize the time used for search, 

all possible actions are tried, scored and sorted in order for the look-ahead search in the tree to 

select the perceived good moves before the bad ones. Also to speed things up unnecessary and 

pointless actions are speculative pruned to alleviate the problem posed by the large state and action 

space of the game. 
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Chapter 3 

Design 

 We designed a new board game, Ruler of Armies and Magic, which combines elements of 

both collectable card and board games. This chapter provides an overview of the game. 

3.1 General Description 

 There are differences between having the board card game in digital vs physical form, with 

the digital form giving some benefits. When playing on a physical game board, you and your 

opponent are looking at the same game board. Typically as both of you have the same board in view, 

there will be nothing fully hidden from either you or your opponent. You can, for example, have a 

rule where a card is face down to hide some information about the card. However, you may want to 

set up a trap with a card that when an opponet steps on the location of the trap, it may activate. In a 

physical form of the game, the opponent will notice a card at the location and move his unit around 

it in order to not get caught if it is a trap, while if the game is played on a computer, the card can 

remain completely hidden from the opponent. 

 The idea for the game Ruler of Armies and Magic is first and foremost to combine strategic 

elements from collectable card games and board games, by having the cards not only drawn from a 

deck, but also placed and moved around on a grid based board. We also want to capitalize on the 

benefits of the digital form as part of the game design for keeping information hidden during play. 

The cards that the players play in their base are hidden to the other player. That is, the player has to 

move around the map and scout in order to see what the opponent has in store. The game is also 

non-deterministic, as some actions may not always give the same conclusion. As an example, in the 

game, some units possess armor that may cover them partially. Therefore there is some probability 

that the attacker's damage is reduced by the defence and we can't fully predict the outcome of the 

attack. 
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 In games using decks, the aspect of drawing cards gives randomness to the game as you do 

not have control over what cards you get. A unique aspect of Ruler of Armies and Magic is that it 

uses three decks of cards unlike other CCG and each deck has specific type of cards. This allows the 

players to have more choice over what type of card they want and give the players a strategic choice 

that is not presented with only one deck of cards to draw from. With the idea of multiple decks of 

cards for a collectable card game along with the incomplete information of the game being played on 

a game board, we have a game that is rich in possibilities in regards to offering options for forming 

strategies during play. 

3.2 Game Rules 

 When played, the game consists of a grid-based game map of some given size. The game is 

played by two or more players. Each player has a base on the map. The player influences the tiles 

around the base (5x5 tiles, with the base in the center). The player can place cards on tiles under 

his/her influence, some of which represent units. Units that have been placed on the map can then 

move across the map, towards an opponents' base. If an opponents' unit reaches a player´s base, 

that player is eliminated from the game and everything that was under that players control is 

removed from the game. When all players except one is eliminated, the remaining player wins the 

game. 

 Each player has three decks placed facedown: Unit, Structure and Item, and Spell deck. The 

game will be played in turns and at the start of the first turn for each player, the player draws five 

cards, whereas at the start of later turns, only one card is drawn. There is no limit to the number of 

cards that a player can possess. Each player starts the game with 100 mana for using spell cards, as 

spell cards require mana to use. The mana is limited to 100 and can not exceed it. On each turn a 

player recovers 10 mana as well as gaining 200 gold that is used to pay the cost of cards other than 

spell cards. There is no limit on how much gold the player can have. When drawing cards, for each 

card that is drawn from a deck, the player can choose which deck to draw the card from, the player 

has more control over what sort of card to get when contrasted to a game using only one deck. The 

only limit to the decks themselves is that the card type matches the named deck. All cards that you 

place onto the board need to be placed on a tile that you influence, such as the tiles at your base. 

Tiles located where your units are at the start of a turn will also be under your influence, allowing 

units or other type of cards to be placed there as reinforcements. One can only place two unit cards 

per turn. 
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 When an unit attacks an enemy unit, the enemy unit can retaliate after being hit. This means 

that there is a tactical benefit to defeating an enemy unit with your attack in order to shield your 

attacking unit from a retaliation. Damage calculation works by getting the attack level of the 

attacking card and modifying the damage that the attack deals, using varius resistances or defences 

that the targeted card may possess to mitigate the damage, as well as some factors that raise the 

damage such as hitting a weakspot. Finally, once the damage has gone through all the modifications 

the final damage value is subtracted from the remaining health of the targeted card, that is if some 

damage got through. 

 A turn in a game consists of the following steps. 

 Draw a card (5 cards on first turn) 

 Play a card that you possess. 

 Move a card on the board. 

 Attack with a card. 

 Use an action off a card in play. 

 End your turn. 

The player can play as many cards as he can pay resources for. Cards containing given attributes e.g. 

movement, can move once per turn and attack or use an action once per turn. Units and Structure 

cards can have some limit on placement and movement based on the terrain a tile has. The Unit and 

Structure cards are assigned a movement class that determines what terrain the card can be placed 

on. The class itself also determines if a card can move to a location based on whether there is a path 

from the card to a location equal or shorter than the card's movement range. There are four types of 

terrain in the game: Grass, Desert, Town and Water. For Unit cards the "War shark" can only be in 

water, "War gator" and " Battle eagle" can be on all terrain, and all other Unit and Structure cards 

can be on terrain other than water. 
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3.3 Content 

 The cards available in the game are of three types: unit, structure and item, and spell cards. 

The unit cards are listed in Table 1. Your units need to be placed on the map and are used for combat 

and to capture the enemy base. Units have attributes such as cost, health, movement range, a set of 

defences that can reduce damage, a percentage chance of a weak point being hit, resistances to 

various damage types and a list of damage types for the units attack. Units may also have special 

abilities and some units may even use mana as cost for some skills, for example, in the case it is a 

spellcaster. Attack and attack type would be one entry in the list of damage types that a unit inflicts 

on attacking. All units have only one attack type and therefore will have only one entry in the list of 

damage types. However, there is one unit that has more than one defence, the guard has both an 

armor and a shield and it is possible that the damage from an attack by an opponent can be reduced 

by both defences. In the table the damage reduction is listed first and following the slash is the 

percentage chance of hitting the units defence. For the current game, hitting the weakspot will triple 

the damage of an attack. 

Table1: Unit cards and their attributes 

Unit Name Health Attack 
Weak spot 
hit chance 

Defence1 / 
hit chance 

Defence2 / 
hit chance 

Attack 
type 

Damage 
reduction 

Move Cost 

Soldier 15 10 5% 5/40%  Cut  1 100 

Mercenary 15 14 5% 5/55%  Cut  1 130 

Guerrilla 
fighter 

14 15 8% 4/35%  Cut  1 130 

Raider 14 13 8% 3/37%  Cut  1 130 

Lesser 
beholder 

10 4 20%   Cut  1 70 

Large desert 
scorpion 

8 7 1%   piercing  1 100 

Archer 12 12 5% 4/70%  piercing  1 120 

Guard dog 12 9 8% 3/60%  Bite  2 130 

Guard 16 9 4% 12/20% 6/66% Blunt  1 140 

Scout 12 8 9% 3/25%  Piercing  2 100 

Horse man 
soldier 

15 10 5% 5/40%  Cut  2 130 

Battle eagle 10 6 4% 5/60%  Cut Blunt 20% 3 120 

War gator 14 13 5% 5/40%  Bite  1 130 

War shark 13 15 3%   Bite  2 120 

Mage 
apprentice 

10 4 10%   Blunt  1 150 

Skeleton 12 10    Cut 
Cut 50% / 
piercing 

90% 
1 110 
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Following is a more detailed description of the unit cards: 

 Guerrilla fighter - One extra move when moving in or out of enemy territory 

(moving in or out of tiles around enemy base). 

 Raider - Can pillage goods from depositories. 

 Large desert scorpion - Extra 2 damage in desert as well as cover weak spot(can not take 

critical damage), causes neurotoxin when damaging an enemy (lowering enemy damage by 

30% as well as loose 2 health each turn). 

 Archer - Attack range 1(can attack one tile away). 

 Guard dog - Once he attacks an enemy unit he can continue attacking the same unit. 

 Battle eagle - Flying and can only be attacked in retaliation or by units with range 1 or more. 

 War gator - Can be in water, once he attacks an enemy unit he can continue attacking the 

same unit. 

 War shark - Can only be in water, once he attacks an enemy unit, he can continue attacking 

the same unit. 

 Mage apprentice - He has 20 mana, he has the spell "Fireball" that does 15 fire damage and 

has range of 1 and costs 5 mana, he has the spell "Quake" that does 200 earth type damage 

to a structure and has a range of 1 and a mana cost of 5, he has the spell "Sky air blast" that 

does 10 air damage to flying unit and has 2 range and mana cost of 2. 

 Skeleton - Immune to poison. 

 The structure and item cards are listed in Table2 and Table 3, respectively. This type of card is 

place on the map and will take some time to be built. It shares some of the same attributes as the 

unit cards. For example, it has health and the structure is destroyed if it is depleted. In some cases, 

the structure may even have some movement, like if it is a boat, and in other cases some structures 

can also attack. Structure cards offer wide range of useful abilities and effects for the player. 
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 Table 2: Structure cards, their attributes and effects 

 

 

 Table 3: Item cards and their effect 

 

 

 Table4: Spell cards and their effect 

  

Structure cards all have an additional attribute "Build time", which tells how many turns it takes for a 

structure to finish being built. The structure only becomes available after that many turns. 

The spell cards are shown in Table4. They are different from other cards in that they cost mana, 

where as other cards cost gold. 

  

Structure 
Name 

Card description Cost Build time Health 

Outpost 
The player will have influence over 3x3 tile area where the outpost is 

put down 
200 2 500 

Wooden 
bunker 

Units placed at the bunker are protected against ranged attacks 50 1 400 

Wooden 
ship 

Can carry unit and move two tiles at sea each turn 150 1 300 

Mana well 
Restore 5 mana each turn to player and units on same tile as "Mana 

well" 
200 2 400 

Tax 
depository 

Gain extra 30% gold at start of turn 200 2 300 

Scout 
tower 

Range units gain one extra attack range 100 1 300 

Item Name Card description Cost 

Armor 
Give an armor to unit that has a defence of 6 with 50% chance to protect the unit 

(May replace previous armor on some units) 
50 

Antidote Cures poison on a unit 30 

Steel jaw trap Cause 2 damage of type bite and immobilize unit 50 

Spell Name Card description Mana cost 

Heal Heal unit by 10 health 10 

Burn down Damage structure by 5 30 

Fire arrow Do fire damage to a unit in your influence area by 10 10 

Slow Units with more than 1 movement range loose 1 in movement range 10 

Ground Force a flying unit to the ground 20 
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3.4 Example of Play 

 To better grasp the game and its design, we present an example of a game being played. 

We will start the game using a map with a size of 5x10 cells (note, indexing starts at 0). The first base 

is located at position, row 2 and column 2. The second base is located at position, row 2 and colum 7, 

as shown in Figure 4. The filled cells represent the bases, and the dotted cells the influenced area of 

each player. Let say that the entire map is a desert. Player 1, or red, starts the first turn of the game. 

As this is his first turn, he will be drawing five cards. Player 1 draws cards from available decks and 

draws three unit cards and gets the Soldier, Large desert scorpion and Archer card. Then he draws 

one spell card, which is fire arrow, and finally draws the structure card, tax depository. At the start of 

the turn he also gets 200 gold. These different cards, have different cost. The player now must 

consider the effect of each one, the movement and attack range of each unit and select which card 

to play. At the moment with nothing on the board he has only two options. To play a card or end his 

turn and pass it over to the next player. Fire arrow can not be used as it needs a target on the board 

that is in your influence area. With 200 gold we can play both soldier and large desert scorpion as 

they both cost 100 gold. They both have one movement and no range as they need to battle other 

cards on the same tile. The player can also play the archer that has one movement and one attack 

range. With one attack range he can attack cards one tile away. The player can also play the tax 

depository card. Player 1 wants to see what the opponent player does before playing his unit cards 

and he ends up playing his tax depository at location, row 2 and column 0. The tax depository costs 

him all his gold and takes two turn to build, however, at player's 1 third turn it will provide him with a 

30% gold increase. At that point he will get each turn a total of 260 gold instead of the usual 200. 

Now player 1 is unable to do anything more so he ends his turn. 

 

 

Figure 4: Simple visual representation of a board with player red and blue. 
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Now player 2, or blue, has the turn. For his first turn he draws two units: Guard and Battle eagle. He 

also draws the following cards: Heal, Antidote, Scout tower. Now we see that player 1 has made a 

mistake, he should have played a unit card on top of his base in order to protect it. The Battle eagle 

has 3 movement and player 2 plays it at row 2 and column 5. Then he moves the card three times to 

the left and the unit ends up in location, row 2 and column 2. This is the location of players 1 base 

and he has no unit protecting it. Player 1 loses  the game while player 2 wins. 

3.5 Summary 

 Having designed and described the game, we now turn our attention to implementing it as a 

computer game. We provide implementation details in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 4 

Implementation 

 In here we give an overview of some of the software design and implementation issues 

involved in implementing the game software. 

4.1 The Structure 

 The game was written in Java. In architecting the game we used several known design 

patterns, including the Strategy, Factory and Singleton patterns. 

Figures, 5 and 6 show the class diagram of the main classes we use in the game. since having all the 

classes and connections in one diagram would make it too big, we will split it into two diagrams. As 

the diagrams are split, the inheritance between the Card class and CardThatCanBattle is not shown. 

We have a Main class that starts the program and it uses a factory class called CardFactory for 

making specific cards. The Main class then passes on all decks that will be used for play when making 

an instance of the Board class. The instance of Board class is used for playing the game and will make 

a list with class Player as elements of the list, where each Player instance has one of the decks passed 

in from the Main class. The state of the game is kept in the Board class instance. We have a grid that 

is a two dimensional list with class Cell as elements that the list is storing, where each Cell instance 

represents one tile on the grid. When we play a card we retrieve the instance of a card of class type 

Card from an instance of a Player class and then the card is either placed on the grid on to a given cell 

or we run some functionality of that Card class instance inside the Board class instance. Each cell has 

an instance of the class TerrainType, where TerrainType tells us what type of landscape is on the tile. 

Each cell also has a list that contains instances of the Card class representing all the cards that have 

been placed on the given cell on the grid. Each card that is placed on a cell will contain the instance 

of the Cell it occupies for ease of access. 
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Each Card class instance has a list with interface Effect as elements of the list, that will contain all 

effects that the card is affected by and it has a list with interface Action as the elements of the list, 

that contains all the actions that the card can perform. The Card class is an abstract class that is 

inherited by other concrete classes. We have the Base class that inherits the Card class. Base class is 

used to represent the location of a players base and as it inherits the Card class it can be placed on 

the grid. We have the UsableCard class that has no added functionality to the Card class and finally 

we have a abstract class inheriting the Card class by the name of CardThatCanBattle. 

CardThatCanBattle has things like health, attack that other concrete classes will inherit. 

The class CardThatCanBattle has a Move interface that is used when we move the given card, 

in order to determine if the move is legal. The class also has a TerrainPlacement Interface, 

as a cell that the card is on can have more than one terrain feature and in the case that the card fares 

better on one terrain than other, the TerrainPlacement will select the type of terrain the card will be 

standing on when attacked. For example, lets say that if a desert and a grassy field intersect on a cell 

and the unit card "Large desert scorpion" is on that cell, the unit would then select to be standing on 

the desert when attacked by an opponent, as the desert gives the scorpion an advantage. 

CardThatCanBattle also has an Attack interface that is used to get the attack damage of the given 

card, it also has a DamageTaken interface that is used to get the damage the card will take from a 

given attack damage. CardThatCanBattle also has a list containing element of class Damage, which 

contains both a type of damage a card does and damage value for how much the damage is. 

CardThatCanBattle also contains a list with class DamageReduction as elements of the list that is 

used when the card takes less damage from some type of attack. There are two concrete classes for 

the abstract class CardThatCanBattle. First there is the StructureCard and then there is the UnitCard 

class. UnitCard has a list containing Defence class as elements that is used to reduce damage the unit 

takes. 

If we take a better look at the interaction of the cards that can battle, then when one card attacks 

another, the attacker uses the Attack interface and the class instance plugged to it will get the list of 

damage that the card will do and possibly modify that damage and then return it back. The returned 

attack is then sent through the DamageTaken interface of the target card, and the class instance 

plugged to the DamageTaken interface will make all the appropriate changes to it with things that 

the card may have, like using the DamageReduction class (and/or) Defence class, and finally after all 

changes have been made and the final outcome to the damage that the target will take has been 

found, we return it back and then use it to modify the health of the target card. 
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For these calculations, many of the classes, or more specifically the instance of them, will need to be 

accessible in order to modify them or to get information from them. Objects of type such as the 

Player class, or the Cell class from the game grid are examples of objects used in multiple classes. As 

it would be tedious to pass the class instances between objects, we simply use one class with static 

functions that can offer the needed objects to any class that needs it. The class that offers this 

functionality is named Support. One can retrieve all the Player class instances or the game grid with 

all the needed Cell class instance from the Support class. The Support class also offers various useful 

functionality that we do not want to limit to just one class possessing. For example, the Support class 

contains an instance of the Immunities class and we can call a function sending in the name of an 

effect or an ability and a string of unit type to ask whether the given type of unit card is immune to a 

given effect or ability. So far one effect class makes use of the Immunities class. However as the game 

is developed it is also possible for a new ability class to surface that uses the Immunities class. As 

different classes may need to use Immunities the decision was to make it available to all classes 

through the Support class. All the connections for the CardThatCanBattle class and the Support class 

are shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 5: First class diagram of the system
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Figure 6: Second class diagram of the system
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4.2 The Database 

 One of the important parts in making the game system is making a database from which the 

stored data is used to make the cards that will be used for playing. Some of the data used for a card 

are values like integer for the cost of a card, health of a unit, as well as string values categorizing the 

card. Other values in the database include a name of a class that are then plugged to an interface to 

give the card some functionality. This allows us to use reflection in making the game and new effects, 

actions and other classes can be created at runtime to be used by an instance of the Card class. 

Selecting a class for an interface runtime as to give it access to specific functionality is called a 

strategy pattern and when a class is created for a card that needs some specific functionality, it can 

be reused for when newer cards are made that use the same functionality. Even though new classes 

can be added at runtime the design is mainly for the reuse of code and to make it easy to add in new 

cards, whereas the runtime aspect of it is something that can be capitalized on with added features. 

The tables in the database are UnitCards, StructureCards, UsableCards, CardType, Action, Effects, 

Armor, AttackType and DamageReduction. The abstract class Card has concrete classes that use the 

database information. The classes are UnitCard, StructureCard and UsableCard and the 

corresponding tables fill in data and objects into interfaces for the created cards. UsableCards has a 

boolean field that tells if a card is a magic or item card. Both item and magic cards share the same 

class as they can do the same things, however, have different type of resource cost. The table 

CardType can hold multiple entries for each card as each card can have multiple categories. Tables 

Action, Effect and Armor have data corresponding to some of the cards interfaces and AttackType 

has damage types and value for cards that can battle on the game board. The class CardFactory then 

retrieves needed data to make a card. 

4.3 Summary 

 We gave an overview of the softwere architecture of our game implementation, but many 

details are obmitted. In the next chapter we look at the game AI. 
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Chapter 5 

The AI 

 In here we describe the design of a computer-based agent for playing the game. For the first 

version of the game AI, it will have complete information of the map. This will simplify the game and 

when making an opponent AI it will not have to reason with incomplete information. However, it is 

needed to take probabilities into account for the AI as it is not a deterministic game. 

5.1 AI Design 

 We will be using a state-space search. To represent a state we keep track of the board grid, 

the positioning of cards on the grid cells as well as the stats of the cards (e.g., remaining health of a 

unit card). We also need to keep track of whose turn it is, what cards the player has on hand, as well 

as player stats, such as the amount of gold and mana. This is depicted in Figure 7. To keep matters 

simple for the computer AI, the entire state is made observable for it, including the opponent´s 

hands. This means that it does not need to handle incomplete information. However, the AI does not 

use the information about the opponent cards in its strategizing. Also, for simplification reasons, we 

limit the AI to playing two-player games only. The win condition for a player is to occupy opponent's 

undefended base, in which case the game ends. Such states are called terminal states whereas other 

states are non-terminal. Non-terminal states needs to be evaluated using a heuristic assessing the 

merit of the state from both players perspective. 

Next, lets go over the actions available to the player. One action is to place a card down onto the 

board. How many cards can be played is limited by the amount of gold and mana available. Further 

limit can be placed on card placements, such as limited number of card placements for a turn or 

percentage increase in card cost for subsequent cards played, in order to penalize placing multiple 

cards during one turn. 
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There is an action for moving cards that have movement range. Cards are limited to moving once per 

turn. Then there is the attack action, and some cards also have other available actions to them, such 

as a spellcaster unit being able to use a spell on an enemy unit. Each card can only use attack or 

action once per turn. A player can use any of the available actions in any order during their turn and 

when the player is out of usable actions or does not want to do any more during his turn, he ends his 

turn, giving the turn over to the other player. For the AI there are more restrictions durning search. 

The AI tries out the available actions in the order of: place cards → move cards →perform attacks 

→perform actions. The restriction is to limit the number of actions to consider. Figure 8 gives a top-

level view of the state-based algorithm used. It is essentially an Expectimax search, but with some 

enhancements for pruning the number of actions and states. 

 

 

Figure 7: Illustration of what a state contains 
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Next we will cover an algorithm for the state search. 

 

Figure 8: Top-level view of the state search algorithm used 
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Figure 9: Illustration of Expectimax on a state tree 

In the algorithm, we derive all states from diffrent placements of cards. Using the states we derive 

subsequent states from all possible movement of cards. From thereon the search is 

non-deterministic. Each state is set up as a root state in a tree. After building a search tree for the 

attacks and actions of cards, we score the tree using Expectimax. Keeping the score, or in other 

words expected value of root states, we can select the state with the highest expected value. We 

build again the tree for the best root state and then perform the attacks and actions in accordance to 

the search tree. For example, lets say that a state has an action that is non-deterministic and 

therefore leads to two or more states. If we have a score for each state, we can weight the score 

with the probability of the state occurring from the action. By weighting each state, we get an 

expected value for the action. The action with the highest expected value, will give us the expected 

value of the state. An example is shown in Figure 9. 

5.2 State Evaluation 

 For scoring a state we give a high positive score to winnning states and a large negative score 

to losing states. Non-terminal states get a heuristic score inbetween the two based on their merits. 

More specifically we give bonuses and penalties for killing or injuring cards, for defending own base, 

and for approaching the opponent's base. 
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Table 5 shows the exact scoring formula used for giving a bonus to killing or injuring a card as well as 

base defence and base approach. We see that the bonus for injuring a card is proportional to the 

harm done. The incentive is to make sure that the home base is well defended, and to that respect 

the AI scores the top two base defender cards based on their health and defence abilities. Finally the 

AI needs to approach the enemy base in order to win. The score for approaching is the average cost 

of cards in the deck divided by four and multiplied by the distance the card manages to move 

towards the opponents base. This formula makes it so that the AI will prioritize killing opponent cards 

over approaching opponent's base. However, the formula also makes it so that units that can move 

far, are more likely to choose to approach the opponent base instead of attacking, if the attack does 

not give enough of a positive increase to score. 

Table 5: Scoring formulas 

Formula for killing a card card_cost/2 

Formula for injuring a card card_cost*(card_current_health/card_max_health)/2 

Formula for base defence card_cost+ card_current_health+card_defence*3 

Formula for base approach (average_card_cost/4)*distance_gained 

 

Table 6: 

Results from playing full AI against a simplified heuristic AI with 200 games per match. The columns 

show the performance of each opponent that plays against the full AI and given a score of 1 for each 

win and 0.5 for tie the Overall score percentage will reflect the overall performance of the AI. 

Opponent of Full AI 
Loss 

percentage 
Win 

percentage 
Tie 

percentage 

Overall 
score 

percentage 

Average 
time per 

game 

Random AI 49% 1% 50% 26% 15:52 

Base approach AI 24% 14% 62% 45% 20:25 

Defence AI 2% 7% 91% 52,5% 24:41 

Health scoring AI 25% 5% 70% 40% 20:44 

Cost scoring AI 24% 4% 72% 40% 21:53 

Win and loss state AI 30% 3% 67% 36,5% 19:39 
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5.3 Empirical Evaluation 

 The next step is to test the AI scoring and how it fares. We will take a look at individual 

components of the scoring and match it with the full AI, to see which part is the most important. The 

full AI uses all of the above mentioned scoring of a state while the competing AI will use a single 

scoring feature. Furthermore, as a baseline benchmark, the full AI will also play against an AI that 

selects moves at random. The games are played on a full desert map of size 6x6 with first base 

location at row 2, column 2 and second base at row 5, column 5. 

 The results are given in Table 6. If we look at the table, we have a column that shows the 

percentage of times both AI reached a tie. If a game takes more than 25 minutes, the game ends in a 

tie. As expected, playing against a random AI for a game, has the least amount of chance to last 

longer than 25 minutes. We see that the random player pales in performance in comparison to the 

full AI. Scoring scheme for the second AI that tend to draw out a game, should result in higher 

number of ties. Killing opponents units will result in longer games, while we can see that when the 

second AI focuses on defence the number of ties goes up considerably. Looking at the wins and 

losses of games should give indication of the effectiveness of each part of the scoring. The worst 

performance for the second AI is when it looks only at the win and loss states. This should not come 

as a surprise as the AI lacks estimating all the states between the loss and win states and therefore 

most moves made by the AI will have no indication of how good it is. The AI benefits more from 

killing or injuring opponents units, the reason for it would be that killing opponents cards will help in 

defending a base as well as in capturing one by eliminating opponents defending units. There is a 

large performance boost from the use of scoring for approaching the opponent's base, this would 

presumably be the result of approaching a base will lead to higher chance of reaching the win state. 

The most surprising outcome is with the performance of the second AI in regards to the defence 

scoring. It is expected that defending a base should be high priority as it will protect you from the 

loss condition. However, the surprising part is that this time the AI using only one part of the scoring 

will do better than a full AI. This would indicate that there is more advantage in defending a territory 

than focusing on approaching the opponent. However that does not necessarily mean defence AI is 

better than a full AI as the statistical difference in score is not significant enough. The pruning of tiles 

relevant to the AI can also help AI players that don´t have a scoring for approaching the opponents 

base as with fever tiles there is less of a chance for a unit to wander off in a wrong direction. 

Removing the pruning meant for memory management would not hurt the performance of full AI as 

much as defence AI as full AI has the approach scoring. 
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While tile pruning can help the AI, other methods for reducing memory usage can harm AI 

performance. The full AI does a fair job by first selecting the best defenders to put on base defence 

and then proceed to approaching an opponents base. However with the fixed order the AI has to 

perform actions in can limit some of the tactical chooses it can perform. One of which is attack and 

then retreat out of opponents units reach for safety. This is do to the AI only considering movement 

of cards before attacking and not after. 

 The action pruning is done to reduce the number of options the AI needs to explore. This is 

important because otherwise the number of actions would be too many to consider. Let us look at an 

example. If we were to remove the pruning of tiles and take a look at the number of states that 

would be generated from the actions taken of placing four cards, two being units, and then move the 

cards as well. There are nine tiles around your base you can place cards on, thereby by placing four 

cards we get 94 = 6561 states. If each unit card can move one tile then the card can end up in five 

places (including not moving). With that we get 6561*52 = 164,025 states. We have not even taken a 

look at the number of states after using attacks, but as we can see the number of states rapidly 

increase with every action taken. If the order the actions the AI makes would not be limited the 

number of states generated would be even greater. By pruning the tiles it is possible to bring the 

number of tiles considered down to two tiles for some turns. Using the same example we would have 

26 = 64 states after placing and moveing cards under ideal conditions. The AI was alloted 90 seconds 

each turn. Despite the above mentioned prunings that proved often not to be sufficient time to 

explore all the available options, especially towards the end of the game. 

5.4 Summary 

 The AI agent makes up for a reasonably interesting opponent by carefully setting up defence 

before trying to approach the opponent. However, it still has a long way to go to beat skilled human 

players. The AI is unable to look at long term results from actions as well as having restrictions to 

available tactics from performing actions in a fixed order. As the result shows, there is still scope for 

improvement by tuning the relative importance of the different components of the evaluation 

function. The largest benefit would be from further reduction on states generated as it would lessen 

the number of times the AI needs to cut its state evaluations short. This is left as future work.  
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Chapter 6 

Related Work 

 In the background chapter we gave an overview of a several existing video games who have 

similar characteristics to the game developed in this work, that is, games that combine strategic 

elements from both collectable card games and traditional board games. In here we will discuss 

related work in respect to developing a game AI for non-deterministic games.  Although our game 

has also imperfect information elements to it, the AI is not treating the game as such, and thus we 

omit discussion AI techniques for handling imperfect information. 

An early work on developing game AI for non-deterministic games was done in the nineteen eighties 

using the game Backgammon as a test-bed [21][22].  The Expectimax algorithm [10] was used there 

effectively to build an expert-level Backgammon player. Along the way several enhancements were 

proposed to the fundamental algorithm, most notably Ballard’s Star1 and Star2 enhancements for 

allowing pruning the search trees [11].  More recently Monte-Carlo-Tree-Search (MCTS) has been 

used effectively in game AI for non-deterministic games (e.g., [23]), but the simulation nature of 

MCTS is in general a good fit for non-deterministic games.  

There also exist several work on building AI for more modern non-deterministic strategy board 

games (often referred to as Eurogames because of their popularity in mainland Europe).  One such 

example is a recent work on a sophisticated agent for playing the popular game Carcassonne [23], 

exploring the use of both Expectimax (and its enhancements) and MCTS.  It is also worth mentioning 

that general game playing (GGP) systems, which were originally only concerned with deterministic 

and perfect information games, are now increasingly also considering non-deterministic and 

imperfect information games [24]. 
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As mentioned in the background chapter there is not much published work on making computer AI 

for collectable card games, or games that combine elements of both collectable card games and 

classic board games. However, the ideas presented in the aforementioned work do for the most part 

also carry over to such games. 
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

 We designed and implemented a new game, Ruler of Armies and Magic, which combines 

strategic elements from both collectable card games and classical board games.  The game is 

intended to be played on a computer, and a preliminary implementation of the game was done in 

Java, using a simple text-based interface for interacting with the user. Furthermore, we implemented 

a simple AI agent for playing the game, which serves as an opponent for the human player.  The 

agent, albeit capable of playing a full game, makes some simplification in its decision making to make 

the playing task more managing. In particular, it does not consider the implication of imperfect 

information.  Also, to reduce the number of possible multi-step actions per turn, a predefined order 

is imposed on the various steps involved in an action that is somewhat more restricted than the rules 

require.  We empirically evaluated the effectiveness of the agent by having it compete both against 

an agent that acts randomly as well as agents that use more simplified heuristics. 

The game play is still somewhat rudimentary, both in terms of the game AI and the interface 

provided for humans to play the game.  In particular, the current interface for playing the game is 

text based, and probably the single most important addition to the game in terms of added 

enjoyability is to provide a well designed graphical user interface (GUI).  Further work is also needed 

on fine tuning various aspects of the game play, in particular balancing better the strengths and 

weaknesses of the different cards in the game to ensure that interesting battles arise.  Additionally, 

the game AI can be further improved. Although at its current level of play, it makes an interesting 

opponent, nonetheless it is still lacking the insights and strategic vision of a skilled human player. 

Unfortunately, the academic literature is scarce on when it comes to describing AI for collectable 

card games. 

We leave the above proposed improvements as future work. 
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